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ABSTRACT
Successful explosive gas well stimulation requires a thorough
understanding of explosively driven cracka under confining in-situ
etreeses.
In a previous paper (Sfmha, et al J983) the problem of
explosively driven cracks was experimentally investigated to reveal
It was ob~erved that the explosithe featur~s of cr~ck propagation.
vely driven crack propagation is the result of cwo diffrrcnt bat
overlapping phosee. The first phase involving thr initiation nnd
●arly time crack propagation is entirely governed by the explosively
genern~ed stress transient.
The rapidly decaying stress trnnsiente
then l~ad to the second phase of crack propagation largely controlled
by the in-situ qtresses. The purpo~e of this paper is to rmrc fully
understand thu charactcrist:ce of the first phase concerning the initiation and ~rly time propag~tinn of explosively driven cracks.
Experiments arc conducted with plastic mdele under hlaxial
co’npressinn and the dynamic cvel)t in observed wfth n high spe~d
m.lltipl- spark gap c:mrr: of LI1OCranz-Schardin type. The cxpcrfmcntal observnLion# nrc ~ltilizrd to propose nnalyticnl nmdcln of crack
lnitimtlon under cxplosi’?r londln~ !O nid in the dr~ign of ❑ultlplc
frorturln~ ncccssn,ry for MS,lccofI*!ul
application of mmdcrn well atimulu~fori tcrhnlqurn.

1NTRODUCTION

the shale surrounding the well bore be fractured to pramote gas flow
tecl-niques have been
into the ~11 bore. Towards this end various
Stimulation
by
hydraulic
fracturing has
attempted to stimulate wells.
However
in
recent
times
been moderately aucceaeful In thie regard.
explosive stimulation has been ●nthueiactlcally investigated, although
the flow rates have actuelly been substantiality
In some inetances,
reduced.
Thie has Wen attributed to a combination of factors including
cagin8 and ●xceaoive
fragmentation causing crack closure by
among other factors the successful application of
fines. klovever
●xplosive stimulation Involves the phenomenon of dynamic crack propaZpeclfically,
gation in the presence of confining in-situ stresses.
the ploblem involves linking the well bore to & pre-existing fzacture
to drive c:acks over long lengths
network where it becomes necessary
While the crack lcngch
a6 well ae maintain control over their pathsin largely determined by the beret.ole pressure generated by the explothe
sion and the conaeqrent gas flow into .he propagating CraCkb,
crack path 10 oignlflcantly dependent on the exiotlng in-situ
In 1980 Warpineki, ● t al descrlbea the reeult~ of tests
otreao-a.
conducted ● t the U. S. Department of Ene~gy’a lfe-~adatest site to ●xaEarlier
in
mine the ●ffect.- of in-situ etresa variation cn fracture.
1976 Dally ●nd Foureey
reported
on c simplified model to predict tne
under a uniaxlal
etrees field. Recently, an expericrack curvature
to the aeneral
mental inveati8aticn wam conducted LO extend t.~ls~del
cuee of a biaxial #trees field (Simha, ●t al 1983;. In the above
of ●xplosively driven czacks =re
ln~eatigatlon the general features
dimcummed with the -nhneis
on Lhe narure ~f propagation in che presence of confining in-situ ●tre-eem. The purpose of rhla paper 10 co
review the work in the light of additional ●xperiment
●nd 8pe:lfically addreae the problem of crack initiation and early time p-opagaClon. Theme are the key lSOUC involved in techniques such M
tailcred ~ulse lomdin8 ●nd Iuv= still not been co~plctely understood.
Another purpose of this paper IS LO utilize ?he ●xperimental obacrvations to propase MI ●na]yclcal ~del of crack iniclacfen under
●xplaeive loading.
● treea

EXPERIMEW4L

I.WESTIG.\lION

in Fhe ●xperimental fnvemtigatlon.
Transparent plattlc was ~tll:zed
205.4
=
(12-)
equmre ●nd the cracks were
The -dela =re nominally
borchole. The biexial load waa applied
~
(1-1/2-)
.
driven from ● 18.1
up
with a specially fa~ricated device capable Of applying compreaaim
thick
to 6>00 kg (10,000 lb-). Figure ~ ahowo a S0.6 ma (2-)
Thi? device permlttea
loadlng device.
Plexiglas mdcl
in tt.c hidxial
the biax ●l etresaee to k v~ried ind=pendentlj from zero up to abcut
+
(3S0 psi). The otreae ratio WUII varied by adjumting the
25 kg/cm
thickneaae~ of the elde shims. Plexiglae chime were Umed to redcre
stress wave reflcctiona and further reductioa of wave reflwtions
remulted upon providing robber pade betweer th~ ●himc ●nd loading

I

Figure 1 Plexiglas model In the
biaxial loading frame

frame platens. The” uniels”were
‘
charged with up to 500 mg of
explosives consisting of either
PETN or a mixture of PETN and a
propellant obtained from the
Kinetech Cclrporation of
Sacramento, California.
Flaw
sites on the borehole wall were
simulated by inking small nctches
on the borehole wall. The borehole was notched at two diametrically opposiite locations to limit
the number of cracks to two. The
notches were all 1.6 nznwide and ,
3.2 nzn deep. The charges were
detonated while the mdels were in
\

\

\

a)

Figure 2

?lydroutauic in-situ stress

\

b) Non-hydrotitntlc in-taltu stress
High speed picturen of explosively driven crack~

the field of vtew of a high ~peed nwltiple spark gap camera of the
Cranz-Schatdi.n type. This camera is capable of sixteen picturca at
framing ratea a~ high aa 850,000 per second and permits the study of
high speed phenomena. The recording of borchole pressure generated by

the explosion was achieved by the ume of Kistler piezoelectric transducer
in conjunction with the Nicolet digitel oscilloscop~.
A
pressure containment device consisting of two circular steel caps held
explosive gaaes in the boreby a
hole. For mre details on the experimental arrangement the reader is
referred to the previous paper (3imha, et al 1983).
through

~lt

wss

u~ed

to

reta~c

the

Figure 2 ehowa some high speed pictures taken by the CranzSchardin camera. For the catze of explosively driven cracks in a model
subjected to a state of hydrostatic cempremsion, the cracks propagate
radially straight and for other cases the cracks curve. A series of
tests were conducted with different in-situ strese levels. The
experimental data was utilized to understand the =chanics
of initiation and early time phenomena involved fn explosively driven cracks
ae discusned in ihe next section.

INITIATION AND EARLY TIME PROPAGATION
EKPL031VELY DRIVEN CMCKS

OF

If the concepts of static fracture mechanics are utilized, then
cracks initiate whenever the strean intensity factor. K, e.xceede a
certain critical value, KIc, termed as the fracture L ]ughneee. Streeo
intensity factors and fracture toughness valuea have ‘beendetermined
for a variety of crack situations end -teriale
respectively (see for
●xample Rock Frncture Mechanics ~. Rossmanith, 1983). For the purpose of computing SIF it is assumed that the crack is completely
preaaurtzed to the borehole value. Accordingly for the present
barehole/notch configuration the critical presgure necessary to drive
the cracks in plexiglas mdel is about 11.5 NFa for which the fracture
These values assume that there is no
toufjhneus value is 2 MPa 6.
lotion process. While
effect of the preatress on the fractute
this usauuption (S not strictly velid, in the present investigation,
the prestress magnitudes dld mt exceed about 20% of the peak dynamic
borehole pressure and it who found that their effects uere only importime crack
propagation (Simha, ● t al 1983). ThC hoop
tant in the late
streos in the vicinity of an explosively loaded horehole plays an
our attention on
fmporcant role in crack lnf.tiation. If we now focus
the hoop stress at the point of crack initiation; i.e., 9 = O,n and r
- a, the value is
init

d

‘O””e-ol

+ 30

2

(1)

In Lhc above equation a~d rcpresentn
the dynamic hooF stress caused
by tlw explosion and al,~ arc the in-situ titrenaes. While aod can be
detrrrn:ned for the uIac of radial eymmetry, a general, sol.utiou 10
rat.lcr formidable. A detailed discu~eion of thin aspect is given in
thr prcviouoly wntioned
reference.

We can anticipate that fracture initiation depends on thie hoop
atrese in a manner that will involve the etresm i~tenslty factor at
the notch tip. Accordingly from Equatlo~ (2) the additional
borehole
pressure required to overcome the effect of in-situ prestrees IS
(302 - al). In the present investigation this vs..ue ranged from zero
to as high as 6.9 t4Pa. Yet no significant co~rzlation was observed
between this value and the explosive presscre neceksary to initiate
the cracks.
This points to the extremely
transiezlt nature of crack
initiation wherein the dynamic stress intensity factor due to the
the aecleive factor. Figure 3
transient lmrehole pressure becomes
shows the crack tip posltlon vtJ time for a ‘ Irehole kressure loading
shown in the same figure. In this test the principal Maxial in-situ
stresses mm
1.27 MPa mu 0.9 MPa with the larger str~as acting to
close the crack. The barehole pressure reached a maximum of 17.9 MPa
followed by decaying oscillations due to the combined e:fect of shock
wave reflections tnside the borehole and gas venting thr>agh the
cracks. The crack tip plot in Figure 3 when extrapolate
beckwards
indicated a fracture initiation time around 60 LIS. At this instant of
time the borehole pressure was about 13.8 MPa, about 14% more than the
statically predicted value. Presently another polymeric material
called Hmalite
100 has achiev?d a prominent position in dynamic phoThis msterial has a static
toelastic studiee of fracture phenomena.
fracture toughness of approximsr.ely 20% an that of plexiglaa ahich
translate
to a criticnl borehole preesure of 2.3 MPa for the present
model configuration.
FiRure 4 shows the results obtafned with this
mate:ial when there -aas no prestress applied to the model. Th,. cracks
wan 8.3 MPa and Iitill
initiated at 5C Ha when the b:=i,cle pressure
riein8. This corresponds to almost
three timeh the value predi(:ted by
static fracture tou8hneaa concepte.
In conclusion the dynamic photoelastlc experiments f~rnlshed
valuable Irielght into the prublem of explosively driven cracks from M
that the
flaw site. It was consistently observed in all the tests
than the
dynamic preneure required to initiate the cracks are greater
uelng
static fracture toughness concepts.
values
predicted
In some
experim.?nte it was ohuerl~ed that the cracks Initiated durin~
the
loading phase when the borehole pressure was still
rising while in
other teate tc was obeerved that the cracks initiated during unloadlng
●fter the prcsaure had reached ita peak value. However
no definite
conclusion can be drawn regarding the fracture initatlon time except
that the cracks wait !mtil they are charged with sufficient ●nergy to
f vercomc the initial resirntance of the material around the notchee.
These resulte once again musgea~ strongly that dynamic crack propagation from an explosively loaded Imrehale dependn on the entire
preseure hietory and not just the Instantaneous pre~aure value.
The
experimental results obta(ned so far promptrd formulating sn analytinmdcl nf cxplonively driven crack initiation given in the next
cal
ecct!on. A dctallcd dcecription of the mdel
la given iiianother
report (Simhn, ut al 1984) and here it will he only briefly summarized.
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ANALYTICAL HODE1.INC OF EXPLOSI?S LOADING
In recent years the tallorcd pulse loading has emerged as an
enttcing ccncept for achieving multiple fracturing for well etiThe basic idea ts to generate a borehole pceneure high
mulauion.
enough to initiate as many radial fractures ae possible but noc too
high to cru~h the rock. Intuittvcly this Implies a preooure loading
IiiStory that initially rlscs steeply %t
then maintains a value ju~t
enough to ovcrcomc the crack rc~lstancc of the rock. In thle context
guidelines.
the subject of frncturc mechnnice provideo mny useful
There 1s a general tendency ta reLy on static fracture =:hanlcs
concepts to predict aynruuic fructurc phcnomenn such as ●xplosively
induced frac~url.. T1-l,~is not aurpris~ng due to the ease with ~d~lch
onc can establish th:: rzlcvant wnterial Parameters ●uch au frmctu?e

toughneea, KIC or the critical crack opening displacement.
While
these parameters have been weli tested for static lotiding conditions,
it has not been verified whether these results can be extrapolated
Into the dynamic lodding regime. In general it can be said that sitatic approaches prcwide incomplete guidelines for estimating the outcome of a dynamic fracture event. There is a definite experimental
evidence as seen here and by other inveatlgators {Grady and Hallenbach
1977) that loading rate affecta the process of fracture initiation
significantly.
Shockey, et al 1983, have assessed ceveral exi~ting dynamic fracture
cricerla experimentally and concluded that for crack Initiation, the
dynamic stress ~ntensity factor must equal or exceed the fracture
toughness val.’e for a certain minimum time. In the present pape: an
attempt is made to model crack Initiation directly on the baais of the
borehoJ.e pressure loading history. The modeling is guided by the
experimental observations and basic dynamic fracture mechanics and
for more details the reader is referred
to the report.
Tentatively one can postuiate
that fracture
instability
is
possible
only when the energy
releaoe
rate exceeds
the static
crack
Secondly it can be postulated that there is a definite
resistance.
time lag bfore the onset of frscture inatabllity after reaching the
above condition.
Further during thie time lag energy is fed Into the
process
zone to overcome the dynamic crack resistance
of the material
for a given crack speed. During this phaae there Is some subcritical
The
crack growth that occurs with the crack growing non-uniformly.
transition from subcritical crack growth to the final fracture instability depends on the material reaponae co dynamic lohding. This
transition can be convenjentl.y modeled by e.n apparent increase in the
crack length by Aa due to the formation ok the proceon zone. This
impliee
that the subcritical crack growth need not actually take place
It is only the occurrence of irreversible processes
physically.
around the crack tip that mskes the crack behave an if it were longer
than ite phyaicsl nize. This approach was originally suggeeted by
Irwin, 1958, to account for crack tip plasticity effect~ in metals.
With regard to mltiphase
systems such as rocks and ceramico the
aituatlon hecomea more complex. The micro~rcck procesr zone In these
materialu 1P Cnardcterlzed by the local fracture toughness which
vnries significantly from point t6 Pofnt. Thin variation can mke hhe
rnicrocrack process zone extend to considerable lengths from the crack
tip. Although there is uuch evidence of a microfracture procesu ztme
in rocks, comparatively little is ki.>wn about ita shape and etze. All
thea~ 188uem pose problems in pred~cting the onset of dynamic fracture instability.
In the context of dynamic loading, finfte timeu
aaaocj,ated with crack in~:iation and early time crack acceleration
zone of the correc~ shape and a~ze.
depend on the formation of process
At extremely high loading ratea, aa may be the caue in explosive
loading, the time for the accelerating phase is of th~ saint order aa
that required to achieve frncture initiation [Grady cnd I{ollenbach
1977]. The forcgolng cc~cepts were utilized in formulating a fracture

initiation criterion. The criterion was developed from the following
two fundamental
reqlllrements.
Aa

Aa
Gdyn >

GIC

orR;

c

Cdynda >
f

o

Rcda
J

(2)

0

Using the above conditions it IS possible to establish a relationship
If we aesume
between the time delay and dynamic fracture coughneas.
da = Qntn and ~ = constant, then the time delay, T, for n = 1 iS
given by the following integral equation

K=

Id

r

T
K2dt

T

(3)

o

The above equation aacribee a root mean square calculation for Kid,
Thi~ equation was app.lted to the
the dynamic fracture toughness.
HomsllCe 100 model to estimate the dynamic fracture toughness at the
loading rate observed in this test. The experimental data is the same
the fracture
as preeented earlier in Figure 4. In this ●xperiment
instability occurred at 50 us when the borehole prepaure wa~ 8.2 KPc
recsure rise was 0.2 MPai:isec
and ricing. The average rate of
/
Assuming
a etatlc fracture
corresponding to a K of 0.03 MPa m/Usec.
toughness of KIC - 0.4i Wa];,
the time delay
for Equation (3) is
Utilizing this value in (3) gives KId - .51
appr~ximately 27 PS.
14Pa4m.
This
represents
a 17% iccrease
in its fracture toughness from
the utatic value.
In conclusion the problem of fracture !.notability under tranaient
loading
conditions
depends cm the material behavior at high etrain
rates.
Uhcn the flaw
size
is large
the inatabilicy
IS also
governed
it takea
for
by the relative
duration
of the load and the time that
In the context
the lengrh of the crackthe atreae
wave to traverse
of explosively dri~en fracture utilized for well stimulation or
controlled blaating operations, the more important
parameter
is the
preesure time history exerted on the borehole wall. Ae developed in
che pressure
h!story
or equivathe fracture
instability
criterion
or not a
lently
the stress
inteneity
factor
hietory
determines
whether
It is also
poesihl~
eqloylng
the
crack propagates
from a boreholc.
to qualitatively understand the time
analyele
develop-d
in thie
puper
delays involved
with. different
types
o= pressure
loadin~.

CONCLUSIONS

An experimental
investigation
has been conducted
to study the
of confining
in-situ
stresses on explosively
driven
cracks
influence
in conjunction
with the
from a well bore. High speed photography
phatoelastic technique was used to observe the dynamic event of the
propagation of cracks from an explosively loaded borehole in plastic
revealed that crack initiation and early time proThe s!udy
❑odels.
pagation is entirely
governed
by the transient
borehole
pressure
loading.
The entire
history
of the tmrehole
pressure
is Involvi!d
In
whether
or not a crack
initiatee
from a flaw site
oil the
determining
The experimental
observations
in conjunction
with the
borenole
wall.
principles
of mdern
fracture
=chanics
were utilized
to formulate
an
The
analytical
model of crack initiation
under explosive
loadiflg.
the audern
concept
analytical
modeling
waa designed
to aid in applying
of ‘.aflcred
pulse
loading
to nulciple
fracture.
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